Monte Carlo simulations have been performed in order to evaluate the efficiencies of several light ions identification techniques. The detection system was composed with layers of scintillating material to measure either the deposited energy or the time-of-flight of ions produced by nuclear reactions between 12 C projectiles and a PMMA target. Well known techniques such as ∆E-Range, ∆E-E-ToF and ∆E-E are presented and their particle identification efficiencies are compared one to another regarding the generated charge and mass of the particle to be identified. The simulations allowed to change the beam energy matching the ones proposed in an hadron therapy facility, namely from 95 to 400 MeV/A.
Introduction
The goal of this work is to investigate an efficient method able to dis-criminate 1 atomic mass up to 12 C ions. The system will be used in double 27 differential cross-section measurement experiments for carbon therapy inter- 
Simulation materials and methods

31
The simulations were based on the GEANT4 Monte-Carlo toolkit [11] .
32
The GEANT4 version used is the 9.5 with the physics list QMD (Quan- cross-sections of fragments production closer to experiments, particularly for 37 energy distributions [12] .
38
The simulations consisted on the interaction of 10 6 12 C ions at normal representing appropriate energies for carbon therapy purposes.
54
The simulated detection system was based on thallium doped cesium 55 iodide scintillating crystals (CsI:Tl) with a density of 4.51 g cm −3 , a decay 56 time of 1 µs and a light yield of ∼55 ph keV −1 [13] . This crystal has been 57 chosen due to its known quenching factors, that allowed the conversion of the 58 deposited energy into scintillation light for better accuracy. This conversion
59
was made according to the formula given in [14] :
where L is the scintillation light in equivalent number of photoelectrons,
61
E 0 , the deposited energy in keV, a 1 , the conversion factor from energy to 62 converted photoelectrons, a {2...4} are the quenching factors, A and Z, the mass 63 and atomic number of the ion. with L as mean value and sigma given by :
The energy resolution parameters were derived from experimental energy 75 resolutions given by [15] .
76
The detector was composed of scintillating layers of 120 angle and a good ToF measurement. Fig. 1 gives a schematic view of the 90 simulation set-up.
91
Figure 1: Schematic view of the detection system. Not at scale for clarity reasons. 
100
The following paragraphs will describe the techniques used for particle 101 identification. The E-Range method is usually used for identification of particles with 104 ranges measured in a gaseous detector within few tens of centimeters. Here,
105
the method is presented to identify charged particles with much higher ve-
106
locities detected in a dense material (density of 4.51 g cm −3 ).
107
The relation between the energy and the range (eq. 3) has been derived 
where a 1 is the conversion factor for energy to photoelectrons, b and c are fit 111 parameters and R is the range.
112
By measuring simultaneously the total deposited energy and the range of 113 an unknown ion, its charge and mass can be obtained. 
The ∆E-E-ToF method
While the ∆E-Time-of-Flight method is used to measure the charge 116 of ions, the Energy-ToF method can be used to obtain their mass. Using 117 the Bethe-Bloch formula to obtain the charge dependence of the deposited 118 energy in a ∆x thin medium (eq. 4) and the relativistic equation of a particle 119 total energy (eq. 5), one can adjust fit parameters to identify the ions in two 120 different ∆E-ToF and E-ToF distributions.
where b mat is a fit parameter depending on the detector material, β = One main disadvantage of these two techniques is that they relate in-134 dependently to the same particle due to the need of two different plots for 
with g, µ, λ, α, β and ξ are parameters obtained by fitting the distribu- Using the different analytical solutions given by the equations, identifica-153 tion of a particle was made for each method by a Newton-Raphson approach.
154
In this case, the distance of an event to the curve was minimized in few steps,
155
making the event to be on the normal to the curve's tangent. An event was
156 then attributed to a curve for the smallest event-to-curve distance when test-157 ing for all curves, relating the event to a particular Z and/or A value.
158
To compare the identification efficiency with the known ion charge and 159 mass, distributions of the charge and the particle identification parameter errors but is also dependent on the isotope statistic.
2.5. Energy evaluation
167
For each method, the measured energy of a well identified particle
168
(PID meas =PID true ) is compared to the generated one. The energy can then MeV is then converted in photoelectrons using the parameter a 1 . ticles with the energy truncated, for ∆E-E and ∆E-Range respectively. the goal is to compare identification methods and not detection systems.
263
Even when well identified, a particle might have its measured energy 
270
This last can be avoided by using a larger detector but would then increase 271 the cost and the number of channels of the system.
272
The two techniques, ∆E-E and the ∆E-Range, have a very noxious ions are included in the R trunc value.
where σ t is the coincidence time variance and taken as a constant.
value, that is why an arbitrary value of -5σ values was used regardless of the 290 method.
291
The same effect is however hidden in the other two techniques, resulting 292 in the oppposite effect due to a worsening intrinsic energy resolution, follow-
293
ing an E −1/2 trend, artificially improving results at low energy. 
